Burst Strobe
ELE772 (336) 0.5W Cool White (7,200K) LED Strobe

GENERAL INFORMATION
The elektraLite Burst Strobe is a strongly powerful LED
strobe designed for both intensity and digital effects.
With 336 half-watt LED’s, the elektraLite Burst Strobe is a
powerful fixture. Designed with cool 7,200K diodes, this
strobe light has a wide 120 degree beam angle, allowing for
wide coverage with less fixtures. The half-watt diode allows
for quicker cooling and more impact, as well as effects.
The elektraLite Burst Strobe has built-in features, including
eight rings of LED diodes for hypnotic effects. Pulse,
random, and scatter settings allow for a wide variety of
strobe, lightning and electrical effects. Additionally,
individual control of each of the eight rings, allows for shape
effects as well as hypnotic and intensity rush effects.

d

FEATURES
-

336 half-watt cool white (7,200K) LED’s for diversity of
coverage, built-in effects options, and maximum cooling
desirability

-

built-in and configurable effects, including PULSE,
RANDOM, SCATTER, HYPNOTIC, and RING CHASE

-

clean, flicker-free on camera operation

-

strong double yoke allows for floor mount or hanging

-

variable adjustable speed strobe effect

-

wide-angle 120 degree beam spread for maximum
coverage capabilities

-

can be run in stand-alone or master/slave configuration,
with or without a control source, for fast, effective, and
efficient operation

-

A powerful, well-rounded LED effects fixture with a rugged
design, the elektraLite Burst Strobe is a double-duty
workhorse, ready to bring rich, bright white light to a wide
variety of public spaces including stages, classrooms,
galleries, worship spaces, studios, event spaces, live event,
and production environments.
A user-friendly onboard control interface allows for multiple
control options including master/slave, DMX, simple-strobe,
and console-free static operation. The elektraLite Burst
Strobe has 5-pin XLR DMX connectors (both in and thru).
With a convenient, strong double-yoke included standard,
mounting options are limitless.

ORDERING INFORMATION
ELE772

Burst LED Strobe

double-slot gel frame holder and accessory slot with clip
built-in
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Burst Strobe
ELE772 (336) 0.5W Cool White (7,200K) LED Strobe

SPECIFICATIONS

ACCESSORIES

Power Consumption

- 180 watts (1.9A)

Accessories Included with each Burst Strobe are as follows:

Electrical

- multi-voltage; AC 100-240V – 50/60Hz

Housing

- black aluminum

Materials

- corrosion resistant hardware

Yoke

- rigid flat steel

Light Engine

- (336) 0.5-watt LED emitters

Control

- DMX-512A (in and thru) via 5-pin XLR

Ratings / Certifications

- ETL listing to UL1573

THIS AREA

(1) double-yoke
(1) 24” integrated power cable with Edison connector

DMX PROFILE
Depending on personality chosen, the Bust Strobe requires
12 channels of DMX. Consult the User Manual for further
details.

CH
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ACTION DESCRIPTION
Grand Master for Strobe
Circle 1 Dimmer (innermost ring)
Circle 2 Dimmer
Circle 3 Dimmer
Circle 4 Dimmer
Circle 5 Dimmer
Circle 6 Dimmer
Circle 7 Dimmer (outer ring)
Strobe Effects*
Built-In Programs*
Built-In Programs Speed Control
Dimmer Curve

VALUE
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
16-255
2-255
0-255

* = consult manual for full DMX Profile details

INTENTIONALLY
LEFT BLANK.

DIMENSIONS CHART
Physical Dimensions
Height Length Width
9”
11”
89”

Shipping Dimensions
Height
Length
Width
14”
14”
11”

WEIGHTS CHART
Weight
lbs
9.7

kgs
4.4

Shipping Weight
lbs
kgs
11.5
5.2
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